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Just like the hot melt glass before the final cooling,

development and careful construction, SHMOG has

it gives the viewer full room for reverie and the greatest

a total construction area of 15,820 square meters, of

expectation of hope. The developing history of the

which 7,680 square meters are for display. SHMOG, like

Shanghai Museum of Glass (SHMOG) is also the same

an organic living entity, continues to thrive and attracts

in the past six years. Since its establishment in 2011,

the public several times back to the museum.

SHMOG has always been in an “unfinished” state.

With the continuous upgrading of space and

Different from the cold and invariable traditional cultural

hardware facilities, the public service of SHMOG is also

institutions, SHMOG upholds the concept of “new and

gradually improving, creating more convenience and

old combination, organic regeneration” and has grown

surprises for viewers. In the summer of 2017, with the

steadily year by year, showing different surprises and

opening of the museum’s existing hot glass show, a full

changes. Since the establishment of the museum six

range of facelifts were performed. The hot glass show

years ago, there were only three main exhibition areas:

was upgraded to a vibrant “radiance theater” and the

the main stadium, the Ancient Glass Treasures Museum,

newly promoted “radiance theater” incorporated sound,

and the hot glass demonstration area, including a total

lighting, heat performance and sign language, which

of 3,500 square meters of building area with ancillary

creates a unique and immersive “theater experience”

facilities. By the sixth anniversary of 2017, we ushered in

that shows the audience the deep charm of hot

overall improvement and transformation of SHMOG.

glass techniques. With the completion of the venue

In light of the collection’s main contemporary

renovation project, SHMOG and its park have full WIFI

artworks, SHMOG, with clues of “color,” “form,” and

coverage, making it easier for the public to use the self-

“artistic conception”, has organized the museum’s

parking payment system and audio navigation system.

collection of contemporary artworks in an orderly

At the end of 2017, the museum also adhered to the

manner, presenting a total of nine exhibition halls of

current buying habits of visitors in terms of ticket sales.

new experiences for the audience. “Immersion visiting”

In particular, more ticket vendors were installed at two

has also become one of the main transformation ideas.

ticket offices to facilitate viewers to purchase tickets.

SHMOG abandons the thick and tall showcase and

While improving its own development, SHMOG

boldly uses the new “naked exhibition” display method

also shoulders important responsibilities for serving

to display art works. You can observe and appreciate

society, influencing society, and caring for the society. It

the beauty of glass art from a close distance. At the

brings beautiful glass art and design to the society, pays

same time, the “Fusion”, an extraordinary and cool

attention to special social groups, and shares museum

interactive experience device, is introduced to show

education resources. In addition, great experience over

human motion through multimedia art. The audience’s

the years is shared with all sectors of the community.

gestures can be vividly presented and projected on
the screen. After more than six years of step-by-step

On January 15th, Mr. Zhang Lin, the President
of SHMOG, was invited to the Nanjing Museum to
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participate in the 2017 “Nanbo Forum” series of lectures.

people across the city on that day, sharing the beauty of

He introduced to the public of Nanjing the museum with

glass art. Moreover, half-price concession tickets were

unique characteristics and full of personality, as well

offered to undergraduate students who love art and

as the marvelous course and moving story since the

fashion design during the museum’s Preferential Night

establishment of SHMOG, showing the “1300 degree

Tour from May to October. In 2017, we are also very

enthusiasm and vitality” of SHMOG. After the lecture,

concerned about the cultural needs and practical help

Mr. Zhang Lin also delivered speeches at the invitation

of children with autism and mental disorders. On April

of the Department of Cultural Heritage and Museology

20th, a special group of 50 families from the Shanghai

at Fudan University, the Shanghai Maritime Museum, the

Qingcongquan Training Center for Children with Special

Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the

Needs came to SHMOG. Not only did they experience

Chinese Museums Association for its annual training,

the joyous atmosphere of the Kids Museum of Glass and

and shared the operation philosophy and development

complete their own DIY creations, but also we worked

history of SHMOG. On May 18, SHMOG was invited to join

hand in hand at the “Kids Design Glass” exhibition area

the “Shanghai Museum Education Alliance” led by the

in the Kids Museum of Glass to showcase paintings from

Shanghai Museum. The Education Alliance was joined

these children. On September 23, the recruitment for

by 11 museums across the city, covering arts, science and

the third “Kids Design Glass” was officially launched, and

technology, nature and other fields. The addition of the

the recruitment campaign was initiated with the theme

Shanghai Museum Education Alliance will enhance the

of “Brave Guardians”. On the opening day, the fun-filled

quality and popularity of museum education activities at

and imaginative winners of the second season’s were

SHMOG, and increase interaction with other important

exhibited. At the same time, together with World of Art

museums in Shanghai. The museum also actively went to

Brut Culture (WABC), a special group art exhibition

the community and went to the audience. On June 20th,

entitled “Painting · Speech” was held to showcase the

the New Center of Contemporary Jewelry and Design

artistic talents and inner world of special groups. SHMOG

Culture (NoCC) cum the opening of “Siping Space” was

hopes to use different forms of public welfare activities to

held. Mr. Zhang Lin, the President of SHMOG, was invited

arouse the public’s care and concern for special groups

to the opening ceremony. NoCC is another attempt at the

and help the autistic children who also want to realize

“College of Higher Education + Museum + Community

their dreams.

Construction” innovative cooperation model of College

Tracing back to the history of museum, it only

of Design and Innovation of Tongji University, Siping

served the functions of research, collection and display

Community of Yangpu District and SHMOG, and opens up

in the early times. With the change of time and social

a new vision for Shanghai to build a smart city. This novel

development, the society requires more than that.

cooperation model injects new genes and ideas for the

They put extra focus on education, entertainment and

activation of social creativity. On June 28th, Mr. Zhang Lin

inspiration. Since its opening in 2011 and was assessed

was invited by RONA, a Slovakia’s famous glass brand,

by CNNGo as “Three Museums in China That You Must

to go to Slovakia to conduct workshops and seminars

Not Miss”, SHMOG, possessing a cross-border and fusion

with dozens of glass artists from around the world.

attitude of mind, is still on its way to creating infinite

At the meeting, he introduced the history of museum

possibilities of glass art and providing life style far beyond

development and glass-related art exhibitions.

citizens’ imagination. Once you step into the Museum,

As a museum, an important social and cultural

audience can fully enjoy a brand new experience of

institution, SHMOG, in addition to undertaking the basic

exploring. A museum is not only a collection of the

functions of display, education and collection, is also

past, nor a safe of recording history, but also a place

incumbent on itself to care social special groups and

for leading the future and inspiring unlimited creativity.

shoulder social responsibility. At the International Museum

Just like how flexible and changeable the material glass

Day on May 18, 2017, SHMOG was once again open to the

is, SHMOG will endlessly use state-of-the-art ways to

public free of charge, welcoming nearly 4,000 enthusiastic

influence all audience and the society.
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EXHIBITION
REVIEW

No matter what kinds of changes and amendments the museum’s

Thus I Have Heard
— Zheng Wen Qing’s Solo Exhibition

On March 26, 2017, “Thus I Have Heard — Zheng Wen Qing’s Solo

function has experienced since the new millennium, exhibition planning

Exhibition” was successfully opened at the SHMOG. The work in this

and collection research have always been an integral part of museum work.

exhibition presents the recent insights and research of Associate Professor

In 2017, SHMOG continued to offer high-quality exhibition content to the

Zheng Wenqing of the China Academy of Art, which features bold

public, mainly including the solo exhibition of Chinese glass artists with

attempts at creating dialogues between the linear glass in a dynamic form

the development of the domestic Studio Glass Movement, the “Annealing”

and the sound and light, and embedding glass into installation art works as

exhibition of the cross-border collision between glass and contemporary

a medium.

art, and the second “Kids Design Glass” artwork exhibitions for both

The development of glass art in China started very late, which is still

children and all innocent adults. After more than six years of development,

less than 20 years old. Due to subjective and objective reasons such as

SHMOG is gradually shaping a distinctive theme and direction of the

technology, equipment and teachers, the big and heavy cast glass has

exhibition, to show the public the in-depth beauty of glass art and ideas.

always been the mainstream for more than a decade in China. If the School
of Fine Arts at Shanghai University established the first truly glass art
studio in China, which marked the beginning of Chinese glass art, Zheng
Wenqing’s solo exhibition at the SHMOG broke through the sphere’s
intrinsic impression of the Chinese glass art more than ten years. It is worth
recording owing to its new significance.
In this exhibition, a series of large-scale installations including
“Transparent Voice” series, “Datura” series and “Mang” series, six sets
of glass and mechanical equipment were exhibited, giving viewers a
fresh look of artistic effects and expression. From the eye to the ear, the
fusion of visual sense and auditory sense, as Richard Whitteley, head of
the School of Art Glass Workshop at the Australian National University,
said in the preface of the exhibition catalogue, “It is not difficult for us to
discover from her work that the material of glass is extended to the field
of sculpture and installation art, and beyond the traditional art association,
she actively explored rich expression techniques and forms in the creation
of glass, creating profound reverberations in this new field and turning
glass works into dynamic sound view device”. Zheng Wenqing did not use
the old casting method to create the so-called “new”, but tried a new way
to strike the “old” of glass and let “light” be presented in a new way.
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A Fond Dream
Daily 3

On May 27, 2017, the “A Fond Dream” and “Daily

Wave
— Bi Rongrong Solo Exhibition

The philosophical point of view that “if illusion were

On November 4, 2017, after preparing, planning,

patterns seems to be no longer important per se, and

real, reality would be an illusion; and if nothing existed,

and exhibiting countless days and nights, the exhibition

the construction relationship among them has been

exhibition is not only an attempt but also an emphasis

existence would be nothing” emerge while people are

was opened as a result of the 2017 “Annealing” project

generated in the process. If Bi Rongrong’s last solo

on the openness of the structure of the works, which

guessing the meaning of that.

and was officially opened at the SHMOG - Glaze

exhibition “Wave” is the beginning of the construction,

Gallery. SHMOG and curator Li Li had the privilege of

then this time “Wave 2” is a continuation of the

create a dreamlike texture through the combination

inviting and worked in in-depth collaboration with Bi

previous construction.

experimental exhibition projects that SHMOG has

of glass and wood, metal, cloth, and other materials,

Rongrong, the young Chinese contemporary artist

been adhered to over three years, providing us with

turning an independent ad-hoc exhibition hall into a

on Bi Rongrong’s solo exhibition for the public and

most straightforward impression and feeling of

another perspective and approach to understanding

“Nanke dream tree”, which could make you forget the

continued to show everyone the infinite collision and

glass, “Translucency makes glass look very light”.

seemingly ordinary glasses. While contemporary glass

reality for a short time. Deep into the exhibition, you

possibility of glass and contemporary art. .

The audience familiar with Bi Rongrong’s art style

3” exhibitions were opened at SHMOG. The “Daily 3”

continues the tradition of Glaze Gallery. While enriching
and extending the scope of glass art, it is also the

Also in this “A Fond Dream” exhibition, we tried to

The dome, the architectural structure from the

“Transparent, light, fragile”, this is Bi Rongrong’s

knows that her works and paintings are inseparably

art experiences constant structural perfection of its

will come to the deepest level of your dreams. This

own, a tendency of stereotype is also emerging. This

new video work from the young artist Zhu Changquan

Mesopotamian period, has the same long history

related or have their origins. The colors are very rich

exhibition takes daily routine as the core of creation and

(“Head without Brain”) will open up your subconscious

as glass, from the Pantheon in Augustus in Rome in

and very eye-catching. After seeing the results of the

re-focuses on the glass items used in daily life. It applies

mind and understand a more true self. Head without

the 1st century to the 16th century in Brunelleschi.

“Annealing” project in 2016, Bi Rongrong hopes to

an unconventional attitude to reveal the conceptual

brain, representing the empty shell, may be filled with a

The cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore created for

further explore the relationship between the works and

value of daily glassware and rediscovers the ontology

huge amount of information. This information includes

Firenze; the cathedral which stood for the goddess

the field with the help of the SHMOG’s professional

and liberal nature through alleviating their rationality,

all the elements that create the infinities, but the empty

Sofia in Constantinople from the 6th century AD;

team. This exploration requires the artist to try

prejudice and customs, exploring the structural meaning,

head is not able to consciously complete the sorting of

and the “Millennium Dome” aside the Thames for the

something other than painting to extend the lines,

cultural connotation as well as social nature of the daily

information and form its own thoughts and ideas. Passive

millennium in the 21st century. The hidden meaning

shapes, colors, and structures that she understands

glassware instead.

acceptance, as always, leads to the demise of the “brain”,

behind this word has gone beyond this image and

into space.

leaving only the “head” that can only serve as a container.

structure itself.

With this breakthrough in contemporary art and
cross-border spirit, the “A Fond Dream” exhibition was

Just like the Zion world depicted in “The Matrix”, artificial

Bi Rongrong tried to use the word to help

What is annealing? The broiling glass comes into
shape under the high temperature of a thousand

unveiled at the museum’s ad-hoc exhibition hall during

intelligence closes the human brain while embedding

herself reconstruct a self-perception, and in the next

the same period. The name of the exhibition “A Fond

the virtual world. People build a complete world through

exhibitions, constantly improve or excavate this

heating - heat preservation - slow cooling - quick

Dream” is taken from the idiom “Nanke Dream”. The

the information they receive from the brain, though this

construction process. In this exhibition of SHMOG,

cooling. During the process, controllability interacts

whole exhibition expressed the feeling of everything is

world is not physically existent. However, for many times,

a pattern of waves (water) was initially developed

with uncontrollability and brings unpredictable

illusion. The entire exhibition is centered on the concepts

the reality or illusion often lies in the people’s mind, only if

as a starting point. In previous works, Bi Rongrong

destinies to glass artwork, which is fascinating. Last

of “tree”, “dream”, “between illusion and reality”, to

you believe in its existence.

often consciously and unconsciously used a number

year, SHMOG gave a formal name “Annealing” to the

of wave patterns. Curiosity enabled her to re-use

museum’s cross-border collaborative projects, in which

you really distinguish between reality and dream? Or is it

and reorganize these patterns. Slowly, they gave rise

each artist would make use of the material of glass to

known Chinese ancient classic novel, there is a setting

true that you are still in Nanke’s dream? Perhaps no one

to various patterns such as new geometric shapes,

present wonderful work full of surprises and beyond

of “Dreamland of Vision and Emptiness “, which has

can answer this question.

gradients, curves, and spiral patterns, as well as the

expectation out of their own perspectives.

inspire the contemporary life and our people who
live among it. In “Dream of Red Mansions”, a widely-

been an eternal theme for discussion of generations.
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When you wake up and lean out from the tent, can

degree, then goes through four annealing stages:

relationship with the space. For this time, the wave
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Wandering: Conversation With ‘X’
— Li Zhenning’s Solo Exhibition

On December 16, 2017, Wandering - Conversation

“Kids Design Glass” Second Season Exhibition

works, but also an important channel for his ideological

Through the upgrading of the museum park,

With ‘X’: Li Zhenning’s Solo Exhibition opened at

expression. This transparent and opaque texture allows

the children’s glass museum was transformed into a

SHMOG. Although the development of studio glass

these secret images or metaphors to also be captured.

permanent exhibition area of “Kids

Design Glass”.

art in China was relatively late and it is still less than

At first sight, the works of Li Zhenning are undoubtedly

20 years old, there are also a group of young glass

giving viewers a strong and clear perception. The

of “Kids Design Glass” met with the public. In the second

artists who are eager to break through and pursue

exaggeratedly deformed limbs and mystically changing

season, the theme was crazy fun architecture, fantastic

innovation. Li Zhenning is one of the active and

colors are easily reminiscent of mystical metaphors or

transportation, and fantastic magical plants. A total of

diligent representatives. He first obtained solid art

symbols in Chinese traditional history or legends. The

1,000 paintings were recruited. Finally, 20 children’s

enlightenment in the Fine Arts School Affiliated to

wings of the feathered people, the roaring beasts and

works were selected by the hot glass team of the Tacoma

China Central Academy of Fine Arts. He was admitted

the figure with long hands and feet are like the majestic

Glass Museum in the United States for superb blowing.

to the Department of Arts and Crafts of the Academy

image of the jade cymbals of the Liangzhu period, or the

Technology has completed the transformation from two-

of Arts & Design, Tsinghua University in 2003, and

ripple patterns that often appear in the bronze wares.

dimensional paintings to three-dimensional artworks.

began formal academic art glass training. During his

The clear but vague “Superman” images created by Li

Surprising imagination works have made the audience

undergraduate study, he boldly attempted to create a

Zhenning did not leave too many textual explanations for

full of praise. In this exhibition, we have also integrated a

series of works with personal artistic features. In 2007

each work. As the artist puts it, he hopes that the viewers

blackboard area dedicated to children’s paintings with

he was recommended to continue his research for

can take out children’s sincere eyes and pure innocence,

picture books, where children and parents, in addition

graduate students with excellent results. It is precisely

and really try to “see” these works in order to project

to their visit, can also freely experience artistic creation

because of the uncertainty of the glass that it is full of

their own experiences and feelings. The viewer will

and participate in the recruitment of paintings in the third

spiritual qualities that let Li Zhenning devote himself to

question: “Who is this?” Perhaps this is you, he, and she.

season.

the creation of glass with this material. It can exactly

Whether these “Supermen” can answer those questions

stimulate people’s strong desire for exploration. “I really

in your minds, can help you out of plight, Li Zhenning

enjoy the process of creating with glass, which contains

also looks forward to each person’s different answers.

two concepts: time and accident.” Li Zhenning’s attention

On September 23, 2017, the second season exhibition

Li Zhenning’s creation of glass sculptures mainly

to the issue of time is very obvious, both in thinking and

represented by the concrete form should not be

in the creative process, constantly forming relationships

common in China in terms of the difficulty and quality

with history, social background, aesthetics and himself,

of production. The artist tried to use glass as a kind of

which also leads to dialogue. Retaining all kinds of traces

craft material to have a relationship with contemporary

of time in works and texts is more like a reservation of the

art, and echoed with the content of history and reality.

way of work and ultimately presents a face. “But I prefer

This gives life to the fabled fantasy scene with unlimited

it to be a whole. Its real charm lies not in the visual itself

imagination.

but in the imagination that can be induced in this unusual
degree of composition.”
Glass is not only a major material in Li Zhenning’s
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COLLECTIONS
REPORT

By December 31, 2017, SHMOG had 967 collections of its own, among
which 397 were purchased and 570 donated. Among the museum’s own

Over the five years of development since its creation, the number of

collections, there are 31 Chinese antique glass collections, 33 Western

the museum’s own collections has witnessed constant increase. Based

ancient glass collections, 425 contemporary art works (design works), 18

on its characteristics, SHMOG has adhered to the theme of glass. Each

paper collections, and 460 glass products. Another 260 exhibits were

year, glass art works and contemporary art works are collected in an

leased, including 256 ancient glass collections, 3 contemporary art works

orderly manner, enriching and supplementing the series of contemporary

(design works), and 1 contemporary glassware. By December 31, 2017,

art works. Moreover, in order to ensure the safety of these collections to

SHMOG held a total of 1,227 collections. A detailed list of the collections

the maximum extent, SHMOG has insured the art insurance for all of its

can be found below.

collections as well as ad-hoc exhibits to PICC P&C.

Number of
collections

Number of
collections
Total number of leased exhibits

260

Museum own collection

967

Among which: purchased

397

Mu Zhi

129

donated

570

Wang Jin

77

Xu Wenju

11

Liao

25

Yang Huiyuan

14

LASVIT

2

MVRDV

1

Schott

1

Among the Chinese antique
967 items: glass

31

Western ancient
glass

33

Contemporary
art works (design
works)

425

Paper collection
Glass products

10

Antique glass

Contemporary
art works

18
460

Contemporary
glass products

256

3
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PUBLIC
RELATIONS

SHMOG has always attached importance to the museum’s public
relations and media operations, and actively went out of the ivory tower
to timely release information on museum exhibitions and activities to
the general public, promote the concept of the museum, and popularize
the glass art, scientific and historical knowledge, and play a timely and
In terms of museum media, Weibo, WeChat and the website continued

effective role of communication and publicity.

to update on a regular basis. Since the systematic release of Weibo in

As of December 31, 2017, there were a total of 258 media exposures,
among which, new media including Weibo, WeChat and websites were

April 2017, the number of readings on the Weibo platform from April to

the major types. The specific exposure categories are as follows:

December 2017 totaled 2,004,633, of which the highest reading in a single
month was in June, reaching 639,825. The highest number of readings on a
single day occurred on June 9th. On that day, the number of readings was

The APP clients
recorded 17 exposures

The newspapers and magazines
recorded 12 exposures

384,212, and the maximum readings of Weibo was “Preheating Content
for the Glory 8 Mobile Cooperation Release”. The Weibo platform’s net
increase in fans from April to December 2017 totaled 1,203, with a total of
18,440 Weibo fans.

The TVs & Radios
recorded 17 times of exposures

The Weibo & WeChat
recorded 114 exposures

The total number of readings of the SHMOG’s WeChat platform from
January to December 2017 was 251,651, of which the maximum readings
for a single month was in July, which reached 26,686 readings. The highest
number of readings in a single day occurred on March 16th, and the
number of readings of 4,405 was obtained in a single piece. The content
was “Zheng Wenqing: The Movement of Mind in Glass”. By December 31,
2017, fans of the WeChat platform increased by 9,543 from the previous
year to a total of 20,898. Among them, the fans in April, June, July and
August were the most densely increased, with an average monthly growth

The websites
recorded 98 exposures

of more than 1,300.
In addition to its own new media, SHOMG also published “Glassy”
magazine as scheduled in 2017. In response to the museum’s recent crossborder projects on contemporary art and glass, Glassy4, the Special Topic
Magazine was launched, and corresponding “Annealing” project topics
were written to introduce to all sectors of the community the current
course and achievements of the “Annealing” project recorded, which
received critical acclaim.
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PUBLIC
EVENTS

Public events, as an important part of the museum’s daily business, not
only provide the public with in-depth knowledge of exhibition knowledge
and museum information, but also provide the most vivid and practical
annotations to the “Museum Lifestyle” that SHMOG has always advocated.
In 2017, SHMOG insisted on providing various activities for all levels of
society and audiences of all ages to narrow the distance between the
museum and the public and to strengthen the relationship with the public.
As of December 31, 2017, SHMOG held a total of 6 seasonal events and 51
educational activities, which totaled 57 public activities.
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Seasonal Activities
In the past six years, SHMOG

Summer Tent Night

has held unique seasonal activities
to the public at certain times, which
established a series of SHMOG’s

In 2013, SHMOG first introduced “Museum Tent Night” project. At that

public activity branding image.

time, it was a bold and avant-garde attempt. Although the scale of the year

In 2017, SHMOG held six large-

was far less than today, many adults and children clapped their hands. The

scale seasonal events, including

children felt for the first time that the museum is so fun and not dull any

the Annealing Party, Summer Tent

more, and for the first time, the adults knew that they could sleep with art

Nights, Special Halloween Events,

works in the museum using the tents. Through such a bold experiment,

Christmas Carnival and Glassy Neon

SHMOG allows the public to experience the night museum that is not the

Night Party.

same as the daytime and truly allow the public to experience the “Museum
Lifestyle”. Over last 4 years, “Museum Tent Night” has become our
signature project. Since the park has been fully upgraded and the facilities
have become increasingly sophisticated, the visitors’ experience has also
continued to improve. This year, SHMOG has even provided a new tentnight theme experience.

Annealing Party

On July 22nd, we unveiled the first tent night of 2017. SHMOG ushered
in the first batch of children and adults who participated in the tent night
this year. This year, we have fully upgraded the IP system of museum.

SHMOG invited celebrities of the arts and culture community in the

Custom T-shirts, custom tents. The whole family put on the team wears

evening on March 4 to witness the official start of “Annealing” project 2017.

and felt full of participation. With 30 families, more than 70 people, in this

The new round of “Annealing” in 2017 was about to usher in a new form of

midsummer night, there was no clamour, but only adventure; no sunlight,

cross-border art. The two heavyweight contemporary artists, Lin Tianmiao

but stars. People forgot stiff behaviors and just immersed themselves into

and Bi Rongrong, again fused together glass and contemporary art from

this inspiring museum night. On August 12th, SHMOG once again launched

their own perspective. The new round of “Annealing” was bound to bring

another theme tent night “Time and Space Reversal, Waiting for You to

us new artistic experience. Each time the sparkle between glass and artist

Save”. On this tent night, we played a quest treasure hunt, and the time and

is a recast of art, and what SHMOG has done is to limit the decrease of

space reversed in dislocation. Nine spatio-temporal gemstones landed in

such temperature, to minimize the “strain” that contemporary art bears

the museum and were guarded by nine guardians. The guards carried time

so that to ensure the perfect presentation of art itself. SHMOG hopes that

gems and walked in the museum. With fully collected gemstone, time and

each exhibition brought by “Annealing” will present to the audience an art

space could be repaired. Since the children were given the task of saving

form full of passion and heat, not a cold material displayed after cooling

time and space, their enthusiasm was in no way flagging to stroll through

down. Annealing will not only put material into full play, but also continue

the museum. It became a purposeful visit to the museum. Through various

to boom the vitality of art until it extends to the boundless future. This is

role-players in the museum, they searched for answers and completed

the infinite charm brought about by “Annealing”. Let us look forward to

one-on-one questions and answers, which enriched the visit experience

new works of “Annealing” brought by Lin Tianmiao and Bi Rongrong, these

and better understanding of glass knowledge and culture was also

two contemporary artists and SHMOG to everyone in the new year, and

achieved through this entertaining activity while children had fun and felt

the charm of glass extended to more artists and the public as well.

exciting to complete the task.
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Seasonal Activities
“Big Party at the City of Glass”
Halloween Special Event
On October 21, 2017, Shanghai Museum of Glass held the “Museum

Glassy Neon Night Party

Saibo keeps on ringing the doors of the future world, and the shadows

Halloween Party”, a first of its kind for young people. After the event was

in the darkness are more dazzling than neon flashes. On December 30th,

open for registration, about 200 people signed up for it, which exceeded

the Earth’s most turbulent museum neon night party quietly started.

what was expected. From the opinions and words sent to SMOG after the

Even though it was a rainy day dripping outside, the full momentum and

event, the creative team received the most affectionate and enthusiastic

energy were still quietly released. All the friends who came to SHMOG

evaluation.

to participate in activities found clues step by step in the layers of the

The event was carried out in three activities: A Secret Exploration,

game, played games to make friends, challenged the peak match between

The Hot Theater, and the Music Show. Visitors could not only experience

humans and copy counters while screaming in a dreamlike radiance

the diverse and open space structure, but also witness the multi-level and

theater reverberated. As neon ended, the game ended. At the end of the

multi-angled material and spiritual state of the glass. In this section, visitors

game, humans that could have been successful lost the crown of the game

were granted the possibility to display, discover, innovate, explore, and

quietly, and the copy counters had the last laugh. And this is just like the

extend the literary path and future of themselves and the city as a whole,

meanings brought to us by the glass theater show “Dream”. The neon

all through the form of glass. As a key part of the event, the Music Show

illusion, unable to go out of, is just like dreams. Sometimes life is like the

was designed to provide different styles and dynamics; with tremendous

fickle material of glass. Even if it is fragmented, at the moment, there are

efforts by the creative team, the Music Show featured performances by

also dazzling and shining. “Blurred darkness can still carry dreams”, that is

groups from Fudan University and Ukraine. During the show, organizers

exactly what the neon party should present ultimately.

also offered various snacks and drinks, which, combined with the amazing
music, pushed the event to its climax.

Christmas Carnival
On December 16th, the warm and sweet museum Christmas Carnival
tour once again arrived with the Christmas. In the exhibition hall, we
hid many interesting glass monsters waiting for children and parents to
discover! These quirky monsters did not come from an artist, but came
from the imagination of the children. Taking the museum as a platform
for knowledge and inspiring children’s imagination in the entertainment
process, that is one of the purposes of the museum hosting the Christmas
Carnival.
In addition, SHMOG cooperated with BesTv to organize a Variety
Birthday Festival. In addition to the 20 groups of guests invited by BesTV,
SHMOG also collected 10 sets of babies born in December from the
registration family to celebrate their birthdays. Cakes, chorus birthday
songs and other benefits only appeared in the glass museum this winter.
In addition to Bobolili, of course, other children-liked good friends such as
Santa Claus, glass monsters, funny clowns, changing magicians, African
drum shows and choirs, all brought waves of joy to the jungle carnival.
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Educational Events
Lecture & Art Performance

Lecture
The Artistic Conception of Architectural Art Glass
Art glass is about glass as a building material, and it is typically
used as a window to the exterior of a building. Of course, glass can
also be used for internal partitioning of buildings, or simply emphasizes
architectural features. On May 13, SHMOG invited the famous modern
urban landscape artists from the UK and Canada, David Pearl, Professor
of the Ontario College of Art and Design University, to bring everyone a
lecture on architectural art glass about his design experience and classic
architectural case for more than 20 years. His works collaborate closely
with architecture, landscape, urban design, humanities and history, and has
played a role in spiritual refinement and abstract sublimation for diverse
and complex urban spaces, ancient and modern architecture, as well as
natural landscapes, using modernist and futuristic approaches to interpret
the world and the theme of human destiny, that has inspired many
professional audiences.

Seminar
My Favorite Museum of Public Education Activities
Lecture
“Annealing” Talk

In order to better understand the needs of the audience for museum
education activities, SHMOG conducted a small seminar on June 24th.
During the event, audiences from all age groups not only listened in
detail to the museum’s six-year educational activities, but also provided
valuable suggestions and opinions. They also shared with each other their

On January 4th, we had the honour to had invited
the famous young art critic Yao Mengxi to work

impressive experience of participating museum education activities, and

together with two artists of Anneal project in 2016,

provided useful references and experience for the follow-up development

Liao Fei and Yang Xinguang, brought a dialogue

and planning of education activity in SHMOG.

on “Annealing” chatting about “Plain” and “Glass
Intestines” at the beginning of the new year. What did
“Annealing” really mean? Where was the pain of “Glass

Lecture
How to Play in a Museum

Intestines”? How did you understand the point, line and
plane in the “plain”? This time, Yao Mengxi sat to chat

20

Today’s museums have all walked down the high altar and narrowed

with the two artists, who jokingly called themselves

the distance between them and the audience in various ways. Make

“new students” of “liberal arts” and “sciences”

fashionalbe blockbuster movies in museums, dance in museums, watch

respectively, and had an interesting conversations

shows in museums, sleep in museums... What else you want to do but a

about art history, contemporary art, philosophy,

museum has not done yet; and what else is a museum has done but you

natural sciences, exhibitions, materials and glass itself,

still don’t know? On December 2nd, SHMOG was honored to have invited

and used their own exhibitions as examples to share

Yuan Yanyue, a doctor of education at Cambridge University, to give a

various interesting things in the process of “collision”

detailed account of how to play in the museum today. Through the rich and

with glass. Sensitive warmth and coldness of reason

lively museum case, the audience broadened their horizons. The speaker

sparked unexpected sparks in the annealing furnace of

also discussed with the audience which categories did they belong to and

the museum. In 2017, we opened a thought-provoking

how could the curiosity of the visitors be cultivated and nourished through

prelude to the “Annealing” project.

the museum.
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Educational Events
Workshop

“Hot Glass Heart 2” Hot Glass Special Blowing Show
As a special hot glass blowing performance project of SHMOG, “Hot Glass

Now/Then Workshop
Now/Then Workshop is an art workshop

Heart” always invited Chinese and foreign glass artists to participate. On March

of SHMOG launched in 2017. It specifically

18 of this year, “Hot Glass Heart 2” was once again staged. The two glass artists

targets adults who love art and craft. Now/Then

Dumont and Tate Newfield from Rochester Institute of Technology in the United

Workshop combines museum specialties such

States presented this year’s special blowing show.

as exhibition halls and exhibitions, and matches
appropriate DIY courses, through which adult
friends can know more about the history of glass,
art and craftsmanship. In 2017, we launched a
total of three different themes of Now/Then
Workshops, which were romantic Bohemian styles,
Halloween special editions, and special editions for
Wave 2. They included such three different glass
technology processes as mosaics, hot melts, and
multi-materials. In the workshop activities, firstly,
detailed guided tours of the exhibition halls or
different topics of the exhibition were conducted.
Then the participants were guided to use the
content they saw and learned to create a lively
artistic creation, which was well received by the
participants.

Zheng Wenqing Solo Exhibition Series Workshop Activities
On March 26th, the “Thus Have I Heard - Zheng
Wenqing’s Solo Exhibition” was successfully opened.
The impressive art installation brought by the artist
left a deep impression on every visitor. With regard
to the implications of this special solo exhibition,
since April 22, SHMOG has launched a series of
related workshop activities, including poetry sharing
sessions, string quartet performance, DIY starry sky
mechanical glass bottle, and nighttime meditation,
etc., from the auditory, visual, tactile, and spiritual
aspects to have in-depth understanding of the
artist’s creation of inner ideas and concepts, and to
more fully experience the works of art and exhibition
themes.
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Educational Events
Children’s Education Activities
For the educational activities of children and parent-child families, SHMOG
has formed three major activity brands, including BOBOLILI Lab, BOBOLILI
School, and BOBOLILI Workshop. As of December 31, 2017, SHMOG launched a
total of 41 children’s education activities.

BOBOLILI School
The BOBOLILI School was founded in the summer of 2017. With
museum collections and exhibitions as the most important foundation

BOBOLILI Lab

of teaching materials, through various ages and thematic curriculum
design, the glass-related knowledge is effectively and vividly taught to
the children in the exhibition hall to lead them better to see museums and

BOBOLILI lab is the prestigious popular science education activity of
SHMOG. In 2017, the BOBOLILI lab activities continued to maintain close
cooperation with the Department of Chemistry of Fudan University, launching
different experimental topics monthly, each event covering 3-4 experimental
projects. Under the rigorous experimental safety control of the volunteers of the
Department of Chemistry of Fudan University, the 7-9-year-old children were
relaxed and rigorous to carry out basic chemical experiments to understand
basic chemical knowledge and stimulate scientific interest. In 2017, SHMOG
launched a total of 16 BOBOLILI lab activities. The current laboratory activities

appreciate art. This BOBOLILI School was mainly carried out during the
summer of July-August. In July, the course of the school curriculum was
based on glass history and technology, which were “Exploring Past and
Present of Glass “ and “Glass Technician Development Record”. In August,
the curriculum took glass art as its theme and led the children through
“color”, “size”, “shape” and “texture” to “find beauty in a museum”. The
newly established BOBOLILI School has launched a total of 16 courses,
and has issued a school certificate for each child participating in the four
theme courses as an encouragement.

have been carried out to 39 in order.

BOBOLILI Workshop
The launch of the BOBOLILI Workshop is mainly aimed at parents
and families participating in the education curriculum, through mutual
experience to learn common knowledge, improve the ability of hands-on
activities and promote exchanges between parents and children. Each
activity includes the introduction of previous knowledge and the DIY
hands-on section. Starting with introduction to glass history, art, science
and technology, then participants gain a deeper understanding of the
original boring knowledge through the DIY section. In 2017, we launched
a total of 5 parent-child workshop courses, including “Listening to the
Sound that Reverberates in the Wind “, “Fresh Flowers and Your Smiling
Face in the Transparent” and “I Have a Hundred Masks” and “Flying
Monsters”, which involved glass wind chimes, glass pressed flowers, glass
painting, and ultra-light clay. Moreover, SHMOG has cooperated with the
Baoshan District Youth League Committee to bring excellent parentchild workshops out of the museum to the Subdistrict of Youyi Road
and Yuepu Community, and will provide more community parent-child
workshop services in 2018.
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The public activity for the whole year of 2017 is provided in the appendix as follows:

Jan 一月

08
BOBOLILI
Lab 24: the
Charming
of Chemical
World

14
Lecture:
Annealing
Talk

Feb 二月

25
BOBOLILI
Lab 25:
Supervariable Transformation

26

Mar 三月

Apr 四月

03
Annealing
Party
04
BOBOLILI
Workshop:
Listening to
the Sound
that Reverberates in the
Wind (1)

11
BOBOLILI
Workshop:
Listening to
the Sound that
Reverberates
in the Wind (2)
18
BOBOLILI
Lab 26: Color
in Life
Hot Glass
Heart - Hot
Glass Special
Performance

25
BOBOLILI
Lab 27:
Unpredictable
Metals

May 五月

06
BOBOLILI
Lab 29:
Uncommon
“Copper”
Reaction
15
BOBOLILI
Lab 28:
Iodide Tree
with Silver
Flowers

22
Zheng Wenqing’s Solo
Exhibition
Derivative
Activity:
Poetry
Sharing

29
Zheng Wenqing’s Solo
Exhibition
Derivative
Activity:
String
Quartet
Performance

Zheng Wenqing’s Solo
Exhibition
Derivative
Activity:
Starry Sky
Mechanical
Glass Bottle
Ornament
13
Lecture:
The Artistic
Conception
of Architectural Art
20
BOBOLILI
Lab 30:
Polymer

28
Zheng Wenqing’s Solo
Exhibition
Derivative
Activity:
Meditation

Jun 六月

10
BOBOLILI
Lab 31:
Colorful
Planets of
Chemistry
17
BOBOLILI
Workshop:
Fresh
Flowers and
Your Smiling
Face in the
Transparent

July 七月

16
BOBOLILI
Lab 32:
The Kitchen
Story

22
Museum
Tent
Wonderful
Night

Aug 八月
12
Museum
Tent
Wonderful
Night
17
Museum into
the Community: Walk
into the Subdistrict of
Youyi Road
19
Now/Then
Workshop:
Colorful
Mosaic Glass
- Romantic
Bohemian
Style

BOBOLILI School
Wednesday Series
(4 Times)
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Seminar:
My Favorite
Museum
of Public
Education
Activities

BOBOLILI School
Saturday Series 1
(4 Times)
BOBOLILI School
Saturday Series 2
(4 Times)
BOBOLILI School
Sunday Series
(4 Times)

Sep 九月

16
BOBOLILI
Lab 33:
Small Bubbles and Big
Energy
BOBOLILI
Workshop: I
Have a Hundred Masks
百张面具
Oct 十月

Nov 十一月

04
BOBOLILI
Lab 36: The
Alliance of
Indicators

11
BOBOLILI
Lab 37:
Beats in the
Bottle

14
BOBOLILI
Workshop:
Flying
Monsters

09
BOBOLILI
Lab 38:
Burning the
Small
Universe

Christmas
Carnival

22
BOBOLILI
Lab 34:
Elemental
Tracers

28
BOBOLILI
Lab 35: The
Fluorescent
World

02
Lecture:
How to Play
in a Museum

16
BOBOLILI
Lab 39:
Super Color
Change

20
Fright Night
at the
Museum

Now/Then
Workshop:
Halloween
Special Edition

Dec 十二月

26
Now/Then
Workshop:
Wave 2
Special
Edition

24
Museum
into the
Community:
Entering
Yuepu

30
Museum
Neon Night
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ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE AND STAFFS

(ii) Museum Staffs and Supporting Services Staffs

Professional structure
Professional category

Number of professionals

Service and production staffs
(Operation Line)

33

Technical staffs

10

Financial staffs

5

Management and administrative staffs

35

In 2017, SHMOG continued to adopt an advanced western
management system composed of the Council, Independent Curators and
Executive Committee, a tripartite independent responsibility system. The

Professional structure

Council is in charge of decision making, determining the direction of the
museum’s development and strategies, modifying the museum’s article
of association, reviewing the development planning and work plans, and
other important issues including fund-raising. The Executive Committee is

Education category

Number (Persons)

Master and above

5

Bachelor’s Degree

31

College degree

14

High school and below

33

responsible for discussing and clarifying major issues in museum’s business
and operations, and coordinating the work of various departments.
Independent Curators are engaged in the design and planning of
professional regular exhibitions and ad-hoc exhibitions.
Number of in-service staffs

SHMOG introduced professional talents in 2017, adjusted the original

83

allocation of human resources and optimized overlapping functions.
The former Department of Operations was renamed the Department
of Operational Development, the former Department of Marketing and

(iii) Specific Staffing (as of December 31, 2017)

Exhibition Planning Division was merged and renamed the Creative
Research and Development Department, and the Foundation and

Department

Research Institute were set up, in order to develop new markets, optimize
business, and better serve visitors and the public. SHMOG set clear
definitions and functions of each department, and enhanced operations

Office of the
President

and procedures, so as to establish a stable human resources management

Name

Title

Zhang Lin

Name

Title

Curator/President

Mi Tian

Sales Manager

Xue Jian

Vice President of
Strategic Planning

Gao Yinyin

Operations Manager

Zhang Jie

Audit Director

He Bin

Operations
Supervisor

Yang Xin

Academic Research
Manager

Wang Chunxiang

Senior Customer
Service

Yu Xu

Director of Planning
and Development

Ji Chenchen

Customer Service

Wang Meijun

Creative R&D
Manager

Li Tingting

Customer Service

Shen Haibing

Creative R&D
Assistant Manager

He Wen

Senior Customer
Service

Chen Yanwei

Market Senior Specialist

Geyi Hengding

Customer Service

Xu Jizhe

Director of Exhibitions

Hou Zhehao

Customer Service

Public Education
and Creative
Services Specialist

Ji Hongfen

Customer Service

Liu Rongrong

Zhang Hong

Customer Service

system that enables all departments to exercise a stronger synergistic
effect to ensure that the museum’s objectives for 2017 and even 2018 are
achieved.

Executive
Committee

(I) The Council of SHMOG
The Council of SHMOG is chaired by Zhang Lin and Xue Jian, Zhang
Jie, Tilman Thurmer and Wang Qin as directors. The Council meetings
are held regularly to discuss the museum’s work reports, annual audits,
financial report audits and major decision makings for SHMOG’s
development. SHMOG also has a Board of Supervisors, which is headed

Creative R&D
Department

by Yu Xu. Gong Jiwen and Yang Xin serve as supervisors. The Board
of Supervisors is designed to supervise the work of the Council. The
Academic Committee is composed of Zhang Lin, Wang Qin, Yu Xu and
Yang Xin. They listen to the academic report of the curator and decide on
the direction of the exhibition as well as the application for the approval of
the exhibition.
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Department of
Operational
Development

Department

Department of
Operational
Development

Ye Ruijuan

Project Specialist

Tang Hao

Food & Beverage
Manager

Cai Yingjie

Business Development Director

Zhang Sucheng

Chef

Pu Jialin

Senior
Sales Manager

Zhu Wenbin

Cook
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(iv) Interns and Volunteers
In 2017, the smooth operation and maintenance of the daily work of SHMOG is also
Department

Name

Title

Hang Zhentian

Department

inseparable from the assistance of volunteers and interns from all walks of life. We hereby

Name

Title

Cook

Cao Xiaowei

Property mobility

Cui Bowen

Cold Dish

Li Yirui

Property Manager

Yan Pengju

Butcher

Wang Guanghua

Property Security
Manager

Deng Peng

Butcher

Yu Weijuan

Cleaning (including
kitchen)

Lu Tingting

Front Office
Manager

Gu Jiajun

High-voltage
Electrical Supervisor

Ku Juanjuan

Senior Customer
Service

Yang Hui

High Voltage
Electrician

Development

Wang Long

Senior Customer
Service

Chang Lihua

Cleaner

Human Resources

Department of
Property

express our sincere gratitude to these devotees.
The list of interns is as follows:

Department
Department of
Finance
Department of

He Yaojing

Customer Service

Wang Jiaqin

Customer Service

Wang Xianfang

Cleaner

Guan Fengying

Department of
Finance

Human Resources
Department

Department of
Property

Cleaner

Liu Xiaoqin

Chief of Property
Administration and
Cashier

Cleaner

Chen Yaping

Food Purchasing
Manager

Zhang Yuan

Food and beverage
supervisor

Lu Wenqi

Western Chef

Su Yequn

Customer Service

Zhang Jiaqi

Customer Service

Gong Jiwen

Financial Manager

Zhang Yijin

Accountant and
Cashier

He Qing

Accountant and
Cashier

Wang Jini

Cashier

Du Yue

HR & Administration
Director

Meng Junqi

Engineering
Manager

Yu Guoping

Engineering Director

HR Director

Lin Yiliang

Director of Property

Wang Jianming

Director of
Operations Support

Qu Bo

Deputy Manager of
Weak Electricity

Chen Xinsheng

Maintenance Supervisor

Huang Yonghong

Maintenance
Electrician

Creative R&D
Department

Teng Yuanyuan

Designer

Hou Tengfei

Designer

Design Center

Xiao Siqing

Designer

Foundation

Li Jiyan

Designer

Zhou Wanxin

Designer

Huang Dengdun

Customer Service

Pei Lanlan

Customer Service

Zhou Minjie

Customer Service

Chen Caiyun

Customer Service

Chen Xueqin

Customer Service

Sun Zaijian

Technician

Chen Xiangliang

Technician

Feng Jie

Purchasing Manager

Meng Yu

Product Manager

Wang Yi

Graphic Designer

Jenny Yang

Deputy Secretary
-General of the
Foundation and
Director of Museum
Project Planning

“Let’s talk glass”

“Let’s talk glass”
Brand Division

IT & Administration
Manager

Ji Die

DIY
Department

Cleaner

Shao Mei

Li Yongqiang

Yu Xuehua

Ge Siyi

School
Shanghai Jian Qiao
University

Service Period

Service Content

2016.10.7-2017.4.28

Financial basic work
Operational daily assistance

Tan Leyi

Lingnan University

2017.5.31-2017.7.14

Mai Yongtong

Lingnan University

2017.5.31-2017.7.14

Li Qiuxiao

Lingnan University

2017.5.31-2017.7.14

Personnel assistance

Xu Jiayi

Lingnan University

2017.5.31-2017.7.14

Daily operations assistance

2017.7.20-2017.8.25

Course teaching and R&D

and job optimization

Operational

Department

Department of
Operational
Development

Name

Yang Jingjing

Lviv National Academy of
Fine Arts, Ukraine

Xiao Ximo

Rhode Island School of Design

2017.7.21-2017.8.25

Huang Xiaoqi

Dickson College

2017.7.11-2017.8.16

Guo Jiawen

Sichuan Agricultural
University

Operational daily assistance
and job optimization

Participate in the planning and direction
of the Heat Theatre
Education curriculum development,
assistance and implementation

2017.3.4-2017.10.28

Museum graphic design work

Yuan Ziyi

Shanghai University

2017.12.5 - now

Project planning assistant

Xu Xiaohan

Jiangnan University

2017.12.10 - now

User Experience Researcher

Yao Chenxi

Tongji University

2017.12.11 - now

User Experience Researcher

Xu Yiqing

Southeast University

2017.12.18 - now

User Experience Researcher

Wang Yucheng

Aalto University

2017.12.25 - now

User Experience Researcher

Research Institute

In 2017, SHMOG welcomes a total of 79 volunteers from universities including Fudan University,
Shanghai University of Finance and Economics, Shanghai University, Shanghai Normal University,
Shanghai University of Electric Power, and Shanghai Publishing and Printing College, from senior
high schools including Fudan Middle School, Jiaotong University Affiliated Middle School, Yan’an
Middle School, Xingzhi Middle School, and Tonghe Middle School, and from all walks of life, with a
total service time of 1,632 hours. The volunteer list is as follows (in no particular order):
Li Weiwei, Yu Yifan, Chen Wenwen, Gao Xuyang, Zhu Jiale, Li Yuming, Liu Qin, Dai Jiaxiang, Bao Jieyuan, Xu Wenjun,
Jia Xinyu, Wu Jie, Zheng Qianqian, Cai Ying, Wang Jiamin, Xu Yinghua, Chen Xiyi, Xi Dayou, Zhuang Ziang, Lin Yichen,
Su Wen, Tang Wenqing, Zheng Xiulan, Hou Zhenqing, Yin Yue, Bian Yimin, Huangfan Zitong, Jin Shichen, Zheng Fangyuan,

Foundation

Yin Rongxia, Du Linheng, Peng Chenxin, Xu Ling, Qin Dan, Zheng Wenfang, Gao Wenting, Zhang Zhen, Yang Qian, Li Xiao,
Guo Jiaying, Wu Yifan, Tang Linzhen, Wang Siyi, Wang Yichen, Du Sijie, Gu Lihua, Wang Xinru, Shao Zupei, Wang Hanxiao,
Wang Haijin, Tao Leini, Shang Jia, Liu Zhen, Niu Jing, Yu Haiying, Chen Qixiang, Leng Lu, Xu Caini, Wang Baozhen,
Liu Chenghua, Shi Lirong, Wang Xuhui, Li Zeyi, Wang Chu, Wang Zhanpeng, Lu Hao, Li Min, Wang Xiaotong, Lu Xiaohan,
Ke Yuan, Zhang Hao, Liu Xiang, Ling Zhengtao, Xu Liang, Han Xu, Wang Junhan, Yu Yingying, Qin Jiawei, Liu Miao.
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FINANCIAL
REPORT

In summary, the total revenue of SHMOG in 2017 was 18,905,190 yuan,
donations from government agencies and social groups were 1,003,424
yuan, and the total income was 19,908,614 yuan.
SHMOG also brought great economic benefits to other organizations
in the park where the museum is located, while it has gained good social
attention and benefits. In 2017, the revenue of the affiliated facilities was
17,760,462 yuan. The details are as follows:

(i) 2017 Revenue Report
From January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2017, the total number of visitors
to SHMOG was 207,718, and the museum ticket revenue totaled 18,905,190
yuan.
As a nonprofit organization, SHMOG continued to receive donations

Revenue of
the Affiliated
Facilities

17,760,462 RMB

DIY

1,627,260 RMB

Cultural and Creative
Products

2,684,467 RMB

Dining

6,445,535 RMB

Marketing Activities

1,660,253 RMB

Property Leasing

5,342,947 RMB

and funding from government agencies, the public and enterprises with
a total amount of 1,003,424 yuan in 2017. SHMOG would also like to
express its most sincere gratitude to all the supports it received from the

(ii) Expenditure in 2017

government and the public. Donations for 2017 are as follows.

In 2017, the total expenditure of SHMOG was 19,742,685 yuan.
The specific details are as follows:

Baoshan Association of
Science and Technology

653,424 RMB

Baoshan District Tourism Bureau

200,000 RMB

Shanghai Science
and Technology Commission

150,000 RMB

Others

27,215 RMB

Labor Costs

4,215,998 RMB

Exhibition Costs

14,095,569 RMB

Depreciation

1,076,800 RMB

Daily Operations

270,620 RMB

Financial Costs

28,355 RMB

Tax

55,343 RMB

(Note: Property expenses including water, electricity, gas, cleaning and
security etc., sharing the property resources of Shanghai Jijia Cultural and
Creative Development Co., Ltd. are not included in the above chart.)
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VISION
FOR 2018

“Never stop renewing and inspiration”, just as the slogan proposed at
the sixth anniversary of the museum, SHMOG has never stood still, and is
constantly surpassing itself. The achievements of 2017 is a past tense. Next,
we need to work harder to look forward to the goals and vision of 2018.
In the coming 2018, we will usher in the BRKN exhibition as a
dedication to the seventh anniversary of SHMOG. The BRKN exhibition
will break the museum’s traditional exhibition methods and continue the
pioneering spirit of “Keep it Glassy” International Creative Glass Design
Exhibition. It will take a different path. This exhibition will organically graft
and integrate creative design and individual emotions, and use “broken” as
context to create a benchmark for leading design exhibitions. In the crossborder aspects of contemporary art and glass, SHMOG will also continue
to go deeper and the “Annealing project” in 2018 will be even more unique.
At the same time, this year, SHMOG will be integrated into the “Service
Design” work. Through the detailed research and professional design of the
various services of the museum and the various monomers, the museum’s
public service capabilities and quality will be more widely promoted to be
at the leading edge among domestic museums.
It is easier said than done. Running a museum has never been a simple
path. This road may be lonely, while it is bound to be full of difficulties. In
the same way, this long road has just begun. How to walk on the road in
long run requires the hard work and dedication of several generations.
Although it is a long and erratic journey, we still have the perseverance and
confidence to move forward to be a dignified museum and a museum that
can affect the world.
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